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Italian luxury designer Stefano Ricci (center) poses with his sons
Niccolo (right) and Filippo, during a preview of his Spring/Summer
2020 collection, at ‘Reggia di Caserta’, a UNESCO world heritage site
and one of the great Royal Palaces of Europe, in Caserta near Naples. 

In this picture taken with a fisheye lens, guests watch a video during
a preview of the Spring/Summer 2020 collection by Stefano Ricci.

A view of one of the rooms of the royal apartments called the Hall of
Alexander at Reggia di Caserta, a UNESCO world heritage site and
one of the great Royal Palaces of Europe. — AFP photos

Models present creations by Stefano Ricci, an Italy’s iconic Florence-
based fashion house, as they wait for the guests arrival.

Italian luxury designer Stefano Ricci and his sons are playing
at being kings for the day as they unveil their latest collection
at the sumptuous Reggia di Caserta near Naples. Hopping

into a horse-drawn carriage, they tour the royal palace’s vast
gardens at sunset, stopping to sip champagne as models in im-
peccably-tailored suits in grain yellow, flaming red and galactic
blue pose near an ancient fountain.

The decision to host an intimate preview of their
Spring/Summer Collection 2020 at the UNESCO world heritage
site rather than during Milan’s frenetic fashion week is emblem-
atic of a brand the New York Times dubs “Clothier to the 0.001
Percent”. The Florence-based menswear and accessories brand,
founded in 1972, has outfitted celebrities from Andrea Bocelli to
Morgan Freeman and Tom Cruise, as well as world leaders like
Nelson Mandela. The latest collection, which features pinstripe
suits, colourful knitwear, field jackets and a tux, is dubbed “King
for a Day”.

In an era where designer goods can be bought online or

snapped up in outlets, Ricci offers the world’s wealthiest men a
personalized experience in buying Made in Italy items created
using traditional Florentine sartorial techniques. “Our customer
still needs to experience the emotion, to touch the product. Have
it explained to them in person, see the tailor, have his measure-
ments taken, be told a story,” Niccolo Ricci, the company’s CEO,
told AFP at the preview this week. “He wants to be pampered
for an hour,” he said.

Collected by private plane 
“Sometimes we have superstitious customers who want

trousers, a suit, shirts for example for important appointments,
and given the extremely tight deadlines they give us to deliver
the clothes, they send their private plane to get them on time”.
Whether hankering after a 5,050 euro ($5,640) suede jacket or
a 1,600 euro silk-and-crocodile baseball cap, the typical client
is an alpha-male, preferably an outdoorsy type with “a love of
antique art”, according to Stefano Ricci. “The Ricci man loves

Dressing ‘kings’ with Italy’s 
luxury czar Stefano Ricci

A man walks in front of Reggia di Caserta, a
UNESCO world heritage site and one of the
great Royal Palaces of Europe.

View of the garden of
Reggia di Caserta.


